
Cover Letter Rubric

Name:_________________________________ Date:_________________________________

CATEGORIES LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

Knowledge/
Understanding

all components are included

but there are som e m  ajor

inaccuracies:

- Date

- Address of Prospective

Employer

- Salutation

- Introduction

- Body of Letter

- Closing

- Signature

- Does not have “Enclosure:

Resume”

all components are included

but there are som e m  inor

inaccuracies:

- Date

- Address of Prospective

Employer

- Salutation

- Introduction

- Body of Letter

- Closing

- Signature

- has “Enclosure:

Resume”

all components are included

and accurate:

- Date

- Address of Prospective

Employer

- Salutation

- Introduction

- Body of Letter

- Closing

- Signature

- has “Enclosure:

Resume”

all components are included,

accurate and highly

polished:

- Date

- Address of Prospective

Employer

- Salutation

- Introduction

- Body of Letter

- Closing

- Signature

- has “Enclosure:

Resume”

paragraphs are

ineffective in one or

more of the following areas:

- introducing candidate

- state w  hy you are writing

- state the position applied

for

- make a general

comment about the company

- state your academic

qualifications, if needed

- match your skills with those

required for the job

- highlight experience

relevant

to the job

- request action

- say that you w  ill follow up

paragraphs are som ewhat

effective in:

- introducing candidate

- state w  hy you are writing

- state the position applied

for

- make a general comment

about the company

- state your academic

qualifications, if needed

- match your skills with those

required for the job

- highlight experience

relevant to the job

- request action

- say that you w  ill follow up

paragraphs effectively:

- introduce candidate

- state w  hy you are writing

- state the position applied

for

- make a general comment

about the company

- state your academic

qualifications, if needed

- match your skills with those

required for the job

- highlight experience

relevant to the job

- request action

- say that you w  ill follow up

paragraphs are highly

effective in:

- introducing candidate

- state w  hy you are writing

- state the position applied

for

- make a general comment

about the company

- state your academic

qualifications, if needed

- match your skills with those

required for the job

- highlight experience

relevant to the job

- request action

- say that you w  ill follow up

Communication sentence structure and

content includes som e

significant errors

sentence structure and

content is inconsistent

sentence structure and

content is complete and

concise

sentence structure and

content is com plete, concise

and highly polished

paragraphs lack structure paragraph structure is

inconsistent

paragraphs are well

structured

paragraphs are well

structured and fluent

tone lacks appropriateness tone is inconsistent tone is polite or

businesslike

tone is polite and

businesslike

visual aspects are of lim ited

effectiveness (e.g., use of

white space, font)

visual aspects are effective

to som e degree (e.g., use of

white space, font)

visual aspects are effective

(e.g., use of white

space, font)

visual aspects are highly

effective (e.g., use of white

space, font)

Application som e serious errors in use

of mechanics (e.g., spelling,

punctuation, capitalization)

m inor errors in use of

mechanics (e.g., spelling,

punctuation, capitalization)

use of mechanics is correct

(e.g., spelling, punctuation,

capitalization)

use of mechanics is correct

and highly polished (e.g.,

spelling, punctuation,

capitalization)

correct letter format is used

(see template) but w ith

m any errors

correct letter format is used

(see template) but with som e

errors

correct letter format is used

(see template) but with no

errors

correct letter format is used

(see template) but with no

errors


